The ramp industry had become
stale and stagnant. All modular
aluminum ramps were essentially
functionally identical.
Redispan was born with a vision to
shift perceptions, defy
expectations, and bring much
needed innovation to a static
design.
Redispan was designed by installers
for installers.
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Traditional aluminum modular ramp systems share
these same characteristics:
• Bulky & heavy tack welded ramp sections limit
custom options
• Tons of small complicated parts
• Assembly on underside of ramp required, and then
flipping
• Multiple workers required for install
• Lack of truly custom solutions & field modifications
• No viable ramp rental solution
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Redispan’s ramp sections are truly modular. Our decking slides
and interlocks into place, and is then bolted down to the side
rail; versus the industry standard of using small tack welds. This
unique design offers these characteristics:
• No tack welds which can weaken, fatigue, and break over
time
• Shipping cost is greatly reduced, due to smaller packaging
• Section side rails can be cut to needed size, and even
modified in the field
• No more per job ordering! Evaluate and install same day
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At Redispan, we don’t nickel and dime our customers when
they order a ramp system, by requiring them to buy each and
every connector and component separately. Our Ramp in a
BoxTM products contain all the necessary hardware and
components for a complete installation.
• Our Ramp in a BoxTM packages include what the competition
does not – legs, brackets, transitions, end loops, and more
• Our innovative design uses over 40% less parts than our
competitors
• Every component has been meticulously crafted and
engineered for optimal strength and durability
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The Redispan team is proud to offer a modular ramp system
that is assembled intuitively, from the top down. Never has it
been so simple to install a modular ramp in any configuration.
• Our unique slide and lock leg bracket system and section
hanger system means no flipping of sections is required
upon install
• Unplanned obstructions and last minute changes are no
problem. Redispan Ramps can be modified in the field.
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Redispan is proud to offer the first modular ramp system that is
truly ideal for the ramp rental market.
• For example, modify an 8 ft. section into a 5 ft. section with
ease – simply cut the side rail and slide and lock decking to
fit
• Leg and rail post brackets slide in side rail channel with ease.
Position them anywhere needed
• Build any configuration completely on site
• Disassemble with ease; use same ramp for completely
different rental configuration with simple modifications
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“Redispan fulfilled everything that they committed to me as a dealer. I have
experienced many other manufacturers false claims to commitment to the dealer
and the customer, but only Redispan has shown me they are with you all the way.
There was no pressure put on me at any time to do anything other than to give
them the opportunity to show me the product and the installation process.
Everything they communicated to me was true an accurate. The installation process
can be done in a timely manner with only one tech. Mostly importantly the ramping
is beautiful and strong. I highly recommend Redispan to anyone in need of a
modular ramp system. Truly a 5 star experience.”
- G. Kirksey
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